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Details of Visit:

Author: paxx
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 31 Oct 2011 12:00
Duration of Visit: 1
Amount Paid: 100
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Phone: 07867923043

The Premises:

Flat in fairly quiet easy to find street in Newbury only a couple of minutes from the town centre,
perfectly safe area with plenty of on street parking. I felt completely anonymous. Accommodation is
clean, tidy and welcoming. 

The Lady:

English, 22 yo, tall, about 5'9", size 10, shoulder length dark hair, fantastic green eyes with a smile
and attitude to match. A couple of tattoos and pierced navel and a tongue bar which is a particular
like of mine, and Holly uses it to good effect. I was quite honestly taken a back when Holly opened
the door. A very attractive pretty girl IMO. 

The Story:

Firstly I was impressed with my contact prior to our meeting, great communication all round. No
messing about whatsoever and when I first set eyes on Holly I thought my luck was in, and it
certainly was.

After a bit of chat, during which Holly demonstrated she is not just a pretty face, but also a smart
intelligent girl with a great sense of humour, we got down to the business end of things after
exchanging the paperwork. I was also offered a drink and use of the facilities, which I declined as I
was freshly showered.

I'd already confirmed with Holly what I was interested in that being a GFE with FK, OWO, CIM,
Swallow and RO and all were delivered perfectly with enthusiasm and without hesitation.

We began with FK with me feeling her soft body and firm tits before I got my hand between her legs
for some pussy play for which she obligingly opened her long legs before I slid down to pay her
some attention with my tongue which was appreciated and no apparent fake moaning which was a
refreshing change. Holly was more than happy for me to use my fingers for extra stimulation and
within no time she was extremely wet but eager to return the favour. Great BBBJ, with intermittent
eye contact (those eyes are something else)on occasion deepthroating me, albeit slowly, to good
effect. I think Holly is looking to improve her skills in this particular department!! After bringing me to
the edge several times I thought it time to eat her some more so moved onto a prolonged bout of 69
and mutual pleasuring which Holly seemed, to my great delight, to genuinely enjoy and although I
could have spent a lot longer enjoying this (my favourite) I thought it time that I get to have sex with
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such a good-looking girl. So on with the hat, firstly with me doing the work in missionary and
variations including her fantastic long legs up around my shoulders before switching to doggy for a
rest!! After a while I tired and decided to let Holly take the strain and finish me with some more oral,
again very good quickly bringing me to the point of no return. As promised Holly willingly took every
drop into her mouth sucking me dry before looking me in the eye and swallowing with a big smile on
her face. Very impressive as was the sloppy kiss that followed. Holly then cleaned me up before we
lay together and chatted about this and that for the few minutes that remained of my time before
being shown out with a nice goodbye kiss.

Overall a very enjoyable Punt with a great looking young woman who gave exactly what I wanted. A
genuine GFE with enthusiasm and a few laughs along the way. If you are looking for a good VFM
friendly and relaxing girlfriend type then I don't think you're likely to find much better than Holly,
especially in this Punting wasteland. No hesitation whatsoever in recommending and will certainly
be seeing her again when funds allow. Only wish I'd found her a lot sooner. Top notch.
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